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The Commission has the 
Authority to Continue 

Energy Efficiency + 
Weatherization Programs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Commission has the Authority to Continue Energy Efficiency and Weatherization Programs  The Commission has the authority to continue the energy efficiency and weatherization programs. The energy efficiency mandates became effective in 2009 pursuant to Senate Bill 221. However, utilities, both gas and electric had Commission authorized energy efficiency and weatherization programs long before the mandates. Columbia’s WarmChoice program has been authorized since 1987. The Commission approved FirstEnergy’s DSM program in 2005 in case No. 05-1127. FirstEnergy’s low-income weatherization program, Community Connections, was approved years before that. Revised Code 4905.70 has always not only authorized the Commission to approve energy efficiency programs but because of the mandatory shall, it requires it. 
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R.C. 4905.70
The public utilities commission shall 
initiate programs that will promote 

and encourage conservation of energy 
and a reduction in the growth rate of 

energy consumption, promote 
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account long-run incremental costs
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Presentation Notes
R.C. 4905.70 states, in relevant part,  The public utilities commission shall initiate programs that will promote and encourage conservation of energy and a reduction in the growth rate of energy consumption, promote economic efficiencies and take into account long-run incremental costs.



Amended 
Substitute HB6 

GA 133
Eliminated the mandates 

utilities have to achieve certain 
energy efficiency benchmarks

Did not eliminate the 
Commissions’ authority to 

approve programs
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Amended Substitute House Bill 6 simply eliminated the mandate that utilities have to achieve certain energy efficiency benchmarks. It did not eliminate the Commission’s authority to approve energy efficiency programs. In fact, here is a clip of Representative Seitz, the foremost expert on utility issues at the Statehouse, explaining that utilities will still be authorized to offer, and by extension the Commission to approve pursuant to Revised Code 4905.70, voluntary energy efficiency programs. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
If sound doesn’t work read quote: Representative Seitz stated:  By the way, contrary to my colleagues’ statements a few minutes ago, Section 4905.70 of the Ohio Revised Code, which remains in effect when we pass this bill, will allow utilities to file for voluntary energy efficiency programs at the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio. So it is not true that we are prohibiting voluntary energy efficiency programs initiated by the utilities. And I’m given to believe that at least some of them intend to pursue those opportunities just as they have so successfully done over the years with natural gas where we have a similar program and it has worked quite well without any mandates at all.






It is clear to OPAE that the 
Commission has both the 
authority and the duty to 

initiate utility offered 
energy efficiency programs
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Presentation Notes
It is clear to OPAE that the Commission has both the authority and the duty to encourage utility offered energy efficiency programs.  



Administrator of multiple electric 
utility programs for over 20 years

Use our network of Community Action 
Agencies to reach low-income 
Ohioans in these utility territories to 
deliver energy efficiency programs

Works closely with the DOD to create 
improvements to the HWAP program

Our network also handles bill assistant 
programs such as HEAP + PIPP
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Presentation Notes
Who we are and What We Do Ohio Partners for Affordable Energy (“OPAE”) is an Ohio non-profit corporation with a stated purpose of advocating for affordable energy policies for low-and moderate-income Ohioans. Moreover, many of OPAE’s members are Community Action Agencies. Under the federal legislation authorizing the creation and funding of these agencies, originally known as the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, Community Action Agencies are charged with advocating for low-income residents of their communities.   I think we should put this back in. OPAE is the administrator of multiple electric utility programs such as AEP, DP&L (AES) and First Energy for over 20 years. We use our network of Community Action Agencies to reach low-income Ohioans in these utility territories to deliver energy efficiency programs. These programs include the following item but are not limited to: LED Bulbs, Refrigerator and Freezers, sump pumps, roof repair/replacement, smart power strips, electrical panel upgrades etc.  OPAE also works closely with the State of Ohio Department of Development to create improvements in the HWAP program. OPAE sits on Gas Utility programs collaborative for improving those programs as well. Our network of Community Action Agencies and Non-profits also handle bill assistant programs such as HEAP and PIPP and allow us to braid these programs together to lower their bills and ease them off of bill assistance programs whenever possible. 



Staff answers questions and provide 
support on the software that the 
Community Agencies use to report 
demographic and technical data

Staff uses the data collection software 
to pull reports on production, energy 
savings, measures installed and 
funding levels

Staff takes calls from customers who 
have questions about the work that 
will be done or has already been done 
in their homes
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Presentation Notes
OPAE staff answers questions and provide support on the software that the Community Agencies use to report demographic and technical data on the customers and their home as well as use for invoicing.OPAE staff use the data collection software to pull reports on production, energy savings, measures installed and funding levels. OPAE staff take calls from customers who have questions about the work that will be done or has already been done in their homes.OPAE also assists Community Actions Agency Auditors on a daily basis with finding solutions to unique problems in low-income customers’ homes to provide them weatherization and efficiency services. 



What Low-Income Energy 
Efficiency + Weatherization 

Looks Like in Real Life
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Presentation Notes
Benefits of Energy Efficiency and Weatherization 



Springfield Home 
Basement Steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The House in Springfield with no basement steps.  It is not unusual to find homes with unsafe deteriorated basement steps. In this home, they had completely fallen down. The Auditor called to ask how he was supposed to get down to the basement. Using funding from HWAP, Columbia Gas WarmChoice and the Electric Utility Company a carpenter was hired to build a new set of stairs so the Auditor could get into the basement to do a safety check of the furnace, check for gas leaks and electrical safety hazards. After the inspection and subsequent work the home received a new set of steps, a furnace, whole house insulation, energy efficient lighting upgrades and a large hole in the foundation was repaired.



Underground 
Gas Leak Near 

Columbus Home

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Elderly customer in Columbus with a bad gas leak and a hole in a gas furnace heat exchanger leaking deadly carbon monoxide into the home.  Upon entering the home, the smell of natural gas and the by-products of combustion were overwhelming. The homebound customer was sitting on the couch and had become used to the smell so was completely unaffected by my urging that she go out on the porch to get some fresh air. I began my inspection using a calibrated gas leak detector to find the source of the gas leak.  The leak was so large I could only narrow it down to the area where the gas line entered the house. Following procedures, I called Columbia Gas to report the leak.  Within 15 minutes of arriving on scene there was a Columbia crew digging a hole in the alley. Turns out there was a leaking underground gas main and the gas was following an abandoned service line into the foundation of the home.  After the gas leaks were eliminated and the home aired out there was still the smell of combustion byproducts, which were found to be coming from a hole in the gas furnace’s heat exchanger.  The levels of carbon monoxide were so high (in excess of 1000ppm) they kept overloading my detector. The HWAP and WarmChoice programs and the training and tools provided by them prevented a possible explosion, and severe illness or death from carbon monoxide poisoning. 



Veteran’s High 
Electric Bill

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A veteran in southeastern Ohio reached out to AEP because his electric bill was high yet his electrically heated house was still cold. AEP reached out to me and I reached out to the local Community Agency who contacted the customer and set up an appointment to do an energy audit. During the audit they found the heat pump was not working properly causing it to run almost constantly with little heat benefit to the home. However, the heat pump was not the only problem, the duct system was leaking so bad more than 50% of the heated and cooled air was leaking out of the ducts and not making it into the house. The home not insulated making the home uncomfortable and expensive to heat and cool. AEP CAP paid to install the new heat pump system and HWAP sealed the duct system and insulated the home making it an efficient comfortable place to live.



These Programs
Change Lives
Without them, clients may 

never get help

Some clients feel applying for 
federal or state programs is 

asking for a handout

They will apply to a program 
with their utility company as a 

paying customer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These programs change lives. And without them, clients may never get help because some clients feel that applying for Federal/State programs is akin to asking for a handout and they won’t apply.But they have no problem applying to a program with their utility company they feel they have earned by paying their monthly bills. These electric utility programs can give us access to low-income families that we might otherwise not reach. 



The House 
is a System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
House is a SystemThe U.S. Department of Energy's Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) referred to as the Home Weatherization Assistance Program (HWAP) in Ohio takes the "whole house weatherization” approach that analyzes all of the building systems—the building envelope, heating and cooling systems, electrical system, and electric baseload appliances—through the completion of an Energy Audit.The House is a System or the whole house weatherization approach considers the following, which results in a safe, durable, comfortable, energy efficient home.
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House is a SystemThe U.S. Department of Energy's Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) referred to as the Home Weatherization Assistance Program (HWAP) in Ohio takes the "whole house weatherization” approach that analyzes all of the building systems—the building envelope, heating and cooling systems, electrical system, and electric baseload appliances—through the completion of an Energy Audit.The House is a System or the whole house weatherization approach considers the following, which results in a safe, durable, comfortable, energy efficient home.



Mechanical 
Measures

Health + 
Safety

Building 
Shell

Electric 
Baseload

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mechanical MeasuresClean and Tune, repair or replace heating and cooling systems Install duct and heating pipe insulation Install programmable thermostats Repair / replace hot water heaters Install water heater tank insulation Insulate water heating pipes Health & SafetyCombustion appliance safety testing Repair/replace vent systems to ensure proper draft Install mechanical ventilation for indoor air quality Assess fire hazardsInstall fire and smoke alarms Evaluate mold and moisture hazards Perform safety repairs when needed Building ShellInstall wall, ceiling, floor, attic and foundation insulation Blower door testingPerform air sealing Repair/replace doors and windows as neededRepair minor roof leaks prior to insulatingElectric baseloadInstall motor controls Install EE lighting Install EE refrigerators and freezers 



Utility programs enable 
us to maximize the 

federal and state dollars 
we receive to address the 
entire system instead of 

attempting to make 
piecemeal repairs to only 

certain issues
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Presentation Notes
Utility programs enable us to maximize the federal and state dollars we receive to address the entire system instead of attempting to make piecemeal repairs to only certain issues.



Benefits of Energy 
Efficiency +

Weatherization
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Benefits of Energy Efficiency and Weatherization 



Flexibility Money
Health + 
Family 

Stability
Jobs

Utility
Efficiency Program 

Spending 
(millions $)

Electric Bill 
Savings 

(millions $)

Net Benefits 
(millions $)

Benefit-Cost 
Ratio (UCT)

Efficiency Cost
($ per lifetime 

kwh saved)

AEP $63M $244M $182M 3.9 0.009

DP&L $22M $113M $91M 5.2 0.01

Duke $30M $166M $136M 5.5 0.01

First Energy $63M $417M $354M 6.6 <0.01

Total $177M $940M $763M 5.3 ∼$0.01

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flexibility  Utility program dollars provide much needed flexibility. These program dollars enable our operators to fill in the gaps left by federal funding to ensure we have the best chance to service as many homes as we can. Federal dollars often have limited uses. So if we go into a house to fix a particular problem under a federal program, but realize we need to fix two others before we can treat the original problem, if we don’t have utility dollars we may have to skip that house. We never want to do that. Utility programs enable us to stretch and maximize the potential of federal dollars and serve as many low income customers as possible.  The DOE WAP program and the HHS funds that are passed through to HWAP are limited in two ways; there is an average cost per unit cap set by DOE and there is a 15% cap on health and safety expenditures. Agencies use Utility Company funds to pay for measures on individual jobs to keep their average job cost below the DOE limit and to help pay for health and safety measures so the limited pot of health and safety funds can be preserved to be used on jobs where Utility funds cannot be used.   An example is replacing an oil fired furnace, there are no Utility funds to deal with bulk fuel customers, so HWAP health and safety funds would need to be used to replace the oil furnace at a cost of $12,000 to $15,000. If the same bulk fuel customer is in an electric co-op territory the job would have to be covered 100% by HWAP and could run the Agencies average job cost through the roof and decimate their health and safety budget.  During my time managing the energy programs at Ground Level Solutions it was not rare to run out of health and safety funds in March, the program runs through June 30. Every year we would have bulk fuel customers who would have to wait for their job to be done after July 1 when we got more health and safety funds. What kept us going between March and July was doing combo HWAP / Utility jobs.  MoneyA review of 2019, the final year data was available for Ohio’s EDU’s energy efficiency programs prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the values reported by the EDUs demonstrate that for a combined $177 million investment the energy efficiency programs produced approximately $940 million in savings for customers. That is a ratio of over 5 to 1. That means that every $1 spent on energy efficiency programs in 2019 created over $5 in savings for customers. These savings can be particularly important to low-income customers who have higher energy burdens than the average customers. Low-income households spend three times more of their income on energy bills as non-low-income households. Low-income households generally also have fewer options available to help conserve their usage. Many low-income customers live in multi-family dwellings that they do not own and have no power over the types of appliances or weatherization measures that installed. Nor do low-income households have the financial ability to upgrade their appliances in the same manner non-low-income customers do.  Energy efficiency and weatherization provides low-income customers vital tools to control their usage and lower both their overall energy bill but also their need for bill payment assistance. Fewer low-income customers on bill payment assistance saves all customers money.  Health and Family Stability  Most of those receiving weatherization services have an elderly or disabled person, or children in the home.  These families often lack the resources to maintain their homes.  Weatherization and other energy efficiency programs identify gas leaks, unsafe wiring and appliances that are ducting carbon monoxide into the home. Low-income energy efficiency and weatherization programs have real and life-saving impacts for families in addition to the costs savings they provide. After weatherization, utility bills are affordable, people stay warm, their homes are safer to live in, and they can afford pay for the food and medications they need. A recent national evaluation found that the weatherization services our nonprofits deliver actually reduce medical costs for families by an average of $14,000 over the life 16-year life of the measures.  Eliminating or failing to authorize weatherization programs is effectively telling a family they cannot save over $800 per year; savings that occurs because family members no longer miss work or school because of illness; fewer prescriptions are needed, and emergency room visits go down.  This is particularly the case for people with asthma, COPD, which is especially important right now in the time of COVID-19. Jobs Energy efficiency and weatherization programs create jobs. Especially when the programs have stable consistent funding. Columbia’s WarmChoice® program alone supports roughly 150 direct jobs. Other programs also support auditors, installers, and manufacturers, along with a supply chain of large and small wholesalers and manufacturers. One of the critical elements of recovering from this pandemic will be putting people back to work. Supporting programs that provide stable employment is in the best interest of Ohio.
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